Microscopic mechanism of martensitic transformation in nickel (Ni)-titanium (Ti) alloy is investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation using embedded atom method (EAM) potentials. The computational parallelepiped specimen with nano-size dimension is surrounded by Ti-terminated free surfaces and constrained regions for loading. The detection method of martensite phase is newly exploited. The crystalographic B19 0 monoclinic crystal form can be identified as martensite phase by checking up atomic lengths and angles of neighborhood and by comparing them with possible values of lattice parameters already proposed. In tensile loading, the specimen shows a kind of stressinduced transformation from parent phase (B2 structure) to martensite phase (B19 0 structure). Outbreak of martensitic transformation occurs immediately after stress reaches maximum value. In outbreak of martensite, distortion of unit structure is observed as an actual change in atomic coordinates. It is found that there are two major transformation paths both resulting in martensite structure, each of which has contrary sequence of changes in atomic length or angle. There is also the other route of atomic movement for completing martensitic transformation with relatively long-range atomic migration. The EAM potential used in the present study is discussed as to crystalline energies of periodic B2 or B19 0 unit structures. Dynamic energies in transformation are also obtained from MD results and they show that there are energy barriers in martensitic transforming. Static evaluation of energy, on the assumption of uniform transformation, is carried out and is compared with energy change obtained by MD method.
Introduction
As an engineering material with shape memory effect (SME), Ni-Ti alloy is well known and well used in engineering application. The alloy exhibits SME based on martensitic transformation and reverse one induced by temperature change and applied stress. For the purpose of high-technology industrial application, miniaturization of these alloys is required for exploitation of mechanism with more rapid and sensitive response to periodic temperature change. Thus, micro-meter scale application or thin film sputtering method is extensively developed for shape memory alloy (SMA) and novel nano-scale structure that is different from a structure already known has been confirmed experimentally so far.
Our motivation of study is that the basic mechanism of martensitic transformation in SMA and nano-scale SMA behavior should be realized and revealed by using atomicscale dynamics simulation technique. In this paper, molecular dynamics (MD) method is adopted to modeling of SME behavior in Ni-Ti alloy. MD simulations have been already adopted to some studies of SMA for Ni-Al, 1, 2) Fe-Ni 3) and Ni-Ti alloys, 4) and even for Al-Ti-Ni ternary systems. 5) However, there does not exist any molecular dynamics study which reproduces reversible transformation in actual SMA or which utilizes computational model of accurate crystalline configurations. Generally in MD method, configuration of interatomic potential (i.e. interactions between Ni-Ni, Ti-Ti, or Ni-Ti) is very important for plausible evaluation of the atomistic behaviors. Therefore, we first check an existing potential function of embedded atom method (EAM) type for several Ni-Ti structures including B2 parent phase and B19 0 martensite phase (M-phase). In the present study, computational model and calculation conditions are appropriately set up so as to simulate SME processes. We propose an effective method for detecting M-phase and succeed in showing quantitatively the time evolution of growth of M-phase. It is found that, when Ni-Ti alloy experiences martensitic transformation owing to loading, there are two obvious transformation paths. We can also evaluate transition of crystalline energy during transformation and find that there is a certain relation between static energy profiles and the dynamic energy change in transformation. By using MD simulation, energetics in transformation can be straightfowardly discussed and at the same time atomic dynamics can be captured computationaly. It is realized that MD is an effective way to study correlation between energetics and dynamics of Ni-Ti alloy in martensitic transformation. This paper is organized as follows. First, our constructing procedure of simulation model using MD is shown and method for analyzing crystalline structure from MD result is also described. Then, computational results are shown and discussions based on them are made. Finally, conclusion of this paper is presented.
Computational Methods

Crystal structure of Ni-Ti alloy
It is well known that Ni-Ti alloy exists in B2 structure (CsCl type, with body-center cubic unit cell) as parent phase and transforms to martensite phase (M-phase) with B19 0 structure (monoclinic) beyond transformation temperature point M f . B19 0 structure has lower symmetry than B2. By extensive experimental study on identification of crystalline structure of B19 0 structure, its detailed lattice parameters (unit cell length and monoclinic angle) have been tried to be determined. The exact parameters, however, still have relatively broad ranges. Various parameters are tabulated in Table 1 , which are collected from some literatures, including experimental values and first-principle calculation values as well as parameters obtained for EAM potential used here and described later. Figure 1 shows unit atomic structure of B2 and B19 0 with typical coordinate axes used by our simulation. In Fig. 1 , the lowest picture shows how B2 cubic should be embedded in this unit structure. Lattice length a, b and monoclinic angle used in this paper all correspond to those indicated in Fig. 1 .
The question that, in Ni-Ti alloy, B19 0 structure is really stable as M-phase still exist and is unresolved partly because its single crystal for experiment is hard to be obtained. Recent first principle calculations can confirm smallness of B19 0 crystal's energy compared with B2 structure (though, actually, there is a result that BCO structure has the smallest energy). 8) Whether B19 0 structure has the smallest energy or not, undoubtedly it has small energy comparable with B2 structure.
When Ni-Ti system transforms, appearance of R-phase as an intermediate state is known to be an important mechanism. 10, 11) However, since structural information about Rphase is relatively less than M-phase or parent phase. Furthermore, our purpose is to clarify the energetics and dynamics about martensitic transformation. Therefore, the discussion about intermediate phase should be left as a guess. Transformation mechanism including R-phase is out of range in our study and remains as further study.
Interatomic potential used here
To evaluate a relation between crystalline structure and energy and to perform plausible molecular dynamics (MD) analysis, choice of interatomic potential function is very important. Concerning martensitic transformation mechanism, both simple pairwise potential 4) and precise many-body potential 9) are used for MD simulation. For accurate and nonempirical determination on interatomic potential, sometimes first-principle calculations (quantum mechanical method) are extensively utilized, besides experimental works. Any empirical determination of parameters has difficulty in treating alloys, since most of them has polymorph such as B2 or B19 0 of Ni-Ti system. There is no way to make decisive choice of parameters because there is still controversy about exact crystalline structure of Ni-Ti M-phases, as described above. There is also an essential reason that in actual materials there must be a lot of microscopic combinations of local crystalline configuration depending on chemical stoichiometry (e.g. useful SMA is not Ni at% = 50 and Ti at% = 50). However, we could consider the atomistic mechanism of Ni-Ti by using possibly precise potential such as embedded atom method (EAM) type, if we have confirmed applicability of potential with some evaluation. Indeed, there is a success of adopting Lennard-Jones type (pairwise type) potential for Ni-Ti to the study of martensitic transformation mechanism. 4) From the point of view of energetics, utilizing EAM is supposed to be better. Modified EAM (MEAM) should be recognized to be a future possibility for interactions in SMA systems, though pursued with extensive effort by other researchers. 12) Here, we adopt an EAM type potential proposed by Lai and Liu. 9) Total energy E of this EAM potential is presented as
where i; j are atomic numbers in simulation and A; p; ; q; d All parameters are determined from cohesive energy, lattice parameter, elastic constant, and vacancy formation energy of B2 structure and are shown in Table 2 . This potential function is constructed by fitting parameters solely to B2 structure, whereas it exhibits smaller energy in periodic B19
0 structure as described in the literature. 9) However, this characteristic is sensitively dependent on the choice of cutoff length of interaction because of a long tail of the potential curve. Table 3 shows the cohesive energy E c (atomic energy per atom) of B2 and B19 0 for various choices of cutoff length r c . Originally, r c ¼ 0:42 nm is selected and shows smaller energy in B19 0 structure (practially, this situation requires adequate shuffling of atoms in intermediate plane, pararell to the c-axis in monoclinic unit structure). Our choice of r c in MD simulation is 0.47 nm in order to avoid unphysical energy change occurred in original setup (r c ¼ 4:2 nm) by omitting the 3rd neighbor contribution. If there is alternative local structure such as grain boundary or twin boundary (between variant structures), the nature that the local martensite structure gives larger energy than B2 can make sense. In another words, it is not necessary for local structure to present the smallest energy all over the region. Figure 2 shows the atomistic model used in the present study. This has right-angled parallelepiped structure constructed with B2 units and contains 19404 atoms (nickel: 9408 atoms, titanium: 9996 atoms).
Molecular dynamics model
Although some MD studies concerning martensitic transformation treat periodic boundary model with ParrinelloRahman procedure, we dare to consider computation model surrounded by free surfaces. This model also includes deformation-constrained atomic regions for external loading. As a result the model has strong surface effect, which is supposed to be indispensable for nucleating M-phase. Details of the model is shown in Table 4 .
Initial crystalline shape is arranged by spatially repeating unit structures of B2. Titanium is selected for the atoms at termination (four free surfaces) of crystal so as that the crystal produces Ni-Ti composition of 48.5 at%Ni. The tensile loading direction (y) is ½ 1 110 of B2 cubic lattice and is perpendicular to the (110) plane (xz plane). The tensile direction (y) corresponds to b axis of B19 0 unit structure shown in Fig. 1 . Tensile loading is carried out by moving two constrained regions (called ''chucking regions'', composed of atoms in within 0.5 nm from surfaces at y direction ends) to the opposite directions with constant velocity (prescribed here by constant strain rate _ " "). For the purpose of obtaining more stable structure of the MD crystal, we need to perform following MD calculations in turn: (R-1) structural relaxation from initial configuration without temperature control, (R-2) cooling simulation with temperature gradient of À2:75 Â 10 13 K/s, (R-3) structural relaxation at zero Kelvin without restraining atomic movement in chucking regions (with all atoms in free motion), Of course, we could reproduce full SME cycle processes with temperature changes using this model. But, since we will discuss the stress-induced transformation mechanism here, a part of total SME processes is done by MD simulation as follows: (L-1:loading process) uniaxial loading by moving chucking regions in y direction with strain rate _ " ", (L-2:unloading process) reverse movement of chucking regions with strain rate _ " ", which continues till averaged normal stress y of the specimen reaches zero.
Here, strain rate is _ " " ¼ 5:92 Â 10 7 1/s and it is relatively large compared with actual loading experiment. It is due to inevitable computational limitation and dependence on strain rate remains as a further study.
Temperature control in relaxation processes is realized by velocity scaling of all atoms, whereas there is no temperature control in both loading and unloading. This validates the consideration on dynamics and energetics of transformation in deforming process.
2.4
Method of structural analysis (for detecting martensite) For the purpose of detecting slight change in atomic structures quntitatively, we make use of interatomic distances and angles of the system as follows. 13) At first, three atoms i; j; k (as depicted in Fig. 1 ) which are in the neighborhood of each other are found. Then angle centered on i-atom is calculated. Lattice lengths a (between i and j) and b (between i and k) are calculated. Quantities a; b; correspond to those of Fig. 1 . In identifying B19 0 structure, since there remains ambiguity concerning lattice parameters as described above, we provide ranges for detection as shown in Table 5 . These ranges are based on existing data from literatures and include all values of lattice parameters in Table 1 .
The martensite (M-phase) discussed in the present paper is atomic groups indeed. The martensite ratio r means the ratio of M-phase groups to total atomic groups which are found in the range of a; b 0:47 nm (¼ r c ). As realized from Fig. 1 , most groups detected as martensite by this method should be composed of atoms in the same unit cell. In a regular crystal structure (i.e. B2 structure), atoms in a detected group are all nickel or all titanium. Figure 3 shows stress-strain relation in processes (L-1 and L-2), where the atomic stress of normal component in loading direction ( y ) is averaged over all atoms in the specimen. Stress in x direction ( x ) should be zero because x direction is terminated by free surface.
Results and Discussions
Occurrence of martensitic transformation
The stress y increases almost linearly and marks maximum value at point A, before the direction of loading turns over for unloading at point B. After y descends abruptly, lattice vibration is enhanced and appears as fluctuation in the graphs. When unloading ends (point C), stress reaches to zero but residual strain is left.
Transition of detected martensite ratio r (in processes L-1 and L-2) is shown in Fig. 4(a) . In the figure, it is found that martensite increases abruptly near point A, then decreases immediately, but after then increases again steadily. Relations between stress and strain, or between martensite ratio r and strain, in the vicinity of point A are shown in Fig. 4(b) . As can be confirmed in Fig. 4(b) , maximum value in martensite ratio r appears after maximum y occurs. This point of maximum martensite is found to be at strain 0.08167, which we call P1 hereafter. Figure 5 shows the position of martensite (i.e. threeatomic groups detected as M-phase) at P1 (atoms not in Mphase are excluded from the picture). M-phase is initiated at junctions between chucking region and surface (marked by circles in the picture) and propagates along oblique direction. These spreading directions are supposed to be parallel to h100i of B2 structure and corresponds to the direction with the maximum resolved shear stress in this loading condition.
The directions have clear symmetry as regard to the xz plane on the center indicated as thick broken lines in Fig. 5 . We call these set of atoms (detected as of M-phase at P1) M1, for convenience hereafter. Figure 6 shows an example of atomic configuration in a unit cell (arbitrary cell in the middle of specimen is picked up as the same unit in Fig. 1 , as shown in Fig. 6(a) ) near the time of P1. Before P1 (Fig. 6(b), left) , (100) plane (front view) of B2 structure has a fine rectangular shape. Then at P1 (Fig. 6(b), middle) , it transforms to a kind of diamond shape (i.e. two counter angles extend in the plane). The dynamic change in angle of atomic bonding can be seen from these figures, whereas movement of each atoms is enormously complicated and correlated. It is suggested that the martensitic transformation is completed by a kind of cooperative motion of atoms.
Atomic movement in transformation
Classifying transformation paths
To clarify how atoms move with the structural change from B2 parent phase to B19 0 M-phase in loading process (L-1), we make use of the geometric approach described in Sec. 2.4. Interatomic lengths a, b and angle , which are used for detection of M1, are investigated chronologically with thoroughness. Since it is difficult to make clear explanation on the concurrent relation of three parameters, relation of two lengths is considered here. Figure 7 shows relationship between length a and b of M1 (i.e. atomic groups labeled M-phase in atomic configuration), observed at strain zero (before loading) and 0.08050 (little bit before the point P1). Meaning of G1, G2 and G2 will be described in later of this section. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , initially plots are concentrated within a certain area corresponding to B2 unit (a ¼ 0:301 nm, b ¼ c ¼ 0:4257 nm). As approaching to P1, as in Fig. 7(b) , plots are apparently devided into two major parts.
For separating them, following way based on 
. At the time P1, all plots (G1, G2, and G3) gather within more confined area of M-phase detection, indicated by broken rectangle in Fig. 7(b) . Although G2 seems to exist already in the M-phase area, their angle do not reach to the range of M-phase and they come to inside the range at P1.
Figures 8(a) and (b) show their time transitions of lattice parameters a, b, and , for categories G1 and G2, respectively. These two categories show clear difference in transition. In G1, at first, angle increases, then length aðbÞ abruptly decreases (increases) near P1. On the other hand, in G2, length aðbÞ decreases (increases) first, then angle suddenly increases near P1.
There are at least two pattern of changing lattice shape in martensitic transformation. Schematic is shown as Fig. 9 , to which following simple explanation can be applied. M1 is composed not only of G1 and G2, but also of G3. Most of G3 plots are out of ranges in Fig. 7 . Accordingly, until the point of detection P1, atoms classified in G3 have to move to area of the M-phase detection (to the broken rectangle of Fig. 7) , experiencing long-distance journey. Thus, relatively large atomic displacement occurs in G3. The existence of G3 as M-phase means that relatively long-range Atomic Dynamics and Energetics of Martensitic Transformation in Nickel-Titanium Shape Memory Alloyatomic migration should be accompanied by martensitic transformation. Figure 10 shows the transition of atomic energies around P1. Each graphs for G1, G2, and G3 are depicted for comparison. Since, if the location of atoms in a specified category is biased to free surface or interface, their averaged energy tends to be higher, the energy value in Fig. 10 is shown as the deviation e d from each energy averaged at the reference state (at strain zero).
Energetics in martensitic transformation
Energy of G3 is small long before P1 and shows drastic increase immediately before P1. Energies of G1 and G2 have peaks exactly at P1. It is found that all M-phases (G1, G2, G3) experience an energy barrier for transformation. The magnitude of barrier in G3 is much larger than G1 or G2. This is because transformation in G3 accompanies long-range atomic migration and has to be carried out in relatively short time. Change of energies before and after P1 can be estimated in the order of 0.01 eV.
Energies obtained by MD simulation have contribution from both dynamical motion (cooperative motion) of atoms and configurational (static) quantity inherent to interatomic potential. In order to proceed energetic consideration in martensitic transformation, energies obtained by MD and those predicted from static analysis of potential functions should be compared. Especially, energy change of each transformation paths G1 or G2 found in Sec. 3.3 should be worth while comparing. Figure 11 shows static energy paths for G1 and G2. If we assume that lattice parameter a, b, c and angles changes perfectly uniformly from B2 parent to B19 0 M-phase, we can calculate intermediate atomic energies on the way of transformation. The horizontal axis of Fig. 11 corresponds to the ratio to complete (full) transformation, denoted as ''reaction coordinate (0-1)'' here. Matching to the value of Fig. 10 , the vertical axis shows the energy change from B2 structure. When lattice parameters of Lai and Liu (shown in Table 1 ) are used, Fig. 11(a) is obtained. Since lattice parameters of martensite used here for detection has some variation, we should check another set of parameters almost out of the ranges (a ¼ 0:286 nm, b ¼ 0:440 nm, c ¼ 0:4189 nm, ¼ 98:0 ) and Fig. 11(b) is obtained. In both these two cases, energy of B2 structure is smaller than that of B19 0 by 0.15- B2 a n g l e c h a n g e ( G 1 )
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le n g th c h a n g e (G 1 ) 748 K. Saitoh, T. Sato and N. Shinke 0.4 eV, for which the choice of the potential cutoff length accounts. The same r c as MD simulation is used here. The magnitude of energy increase is nicely comparable to the energy barriers obtained in Fig. 10 . Generally, when transformation occurs in separate stages in the similar way to G1 ( changes first) and G2 (a; b; c change first) in a perfect manner, gradient of static energy tends to become large in the first stage. Energetically these paths are not preferable. Therefore, in MD simulation, it is supposed that atoms should find more energy-effective route to B19 0 M-phase by using a kind of cooperative atomic motion.
Conclusion
We perform molecular dynamics simulation of martensitic transformation in Ni-Ti alloy. The MD model reproduces stress-induced martensitic transformation by using a computational specimen with free surfaces subjected to tensile loading. Detection of martensite phase is succeeded by checking atomic distances and bonding angles and comparing it with existing information of unit cell structure of martensite. Special attention is paid for energetics of martensitic transformation from parent phase (B2 structure) to martensite phase (B19 0 structure). Following results are obtained.
(1) When an existing embedded atom method (EAM) potential is used, the choice of cutoff length enormously alters the relation of cohesive energies of B2 and B19 0 phases. (2) There are various paths to martensitic in stress-induced transformation. They are distinguished by sequence of first and second processes and classified into two major categories. One path begins with change in lattice length, but another begins with change in angle formed by three neighbor atoms. The third category is also found, which is defined as one accompanying longrange atomic migration. (3) Microscopically there is an energy barrier in martensitic transformation. The magnitude of barrier is in the order of 0.01 eV, which is comparable to energies obtained by static analysis. It is suggested that, in martensitic transformation, atoms should use a kind of cooperative motion for energy-efficiency.
